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Though the end you will ever have may be near, it doesn't mean you have to stop livingAfter
being diagnosed in her early thirties with terminal breast cancer, Heather McManamy felt like
her life was crumbling.Heather began to write greeting cards to Brianna. With an effervescent
spirit and a new perspective, Heather started to live each day as if it had been her last. Cards
for her first day of college, her sixteenth birthday, her wedding day. She also pondered her
daughter's future journey without her mom?and gracefully ready for this. Her "regular"
vanished?and was replaced with multiple surgeries and a large number of chemo treatments
that could briefly lengthen her life, but wouldn't normally prevent her inevitable loss of life.
She learned to soak in the moment, appreciate the wonder around her, and commemorate
her blessings. Cards for when issues were going right so when they were going incorrect.
Cards for when Brianna would need her mom?whether in five years or in fifty years-and
Heather wouldn't have the ability to be there on her behalf. Cards for Brianna is the story of
one mother's powerful love on her behalf young child and Heather's unmatched encounters,
laced with laughter and charm, are a reminder to never have a single day for granted.
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Wonderful book! Heather provided such a beautiful gift in sharing her story and Personally i
think thus grateful that she did. It normally takes me months to read a book which one I
completed in a couple days as I couldn’t put it down. She shows such honesty, humility and
perspective that you feel you are with her during her journey. I value that she doesn’t sugar
layer the experience so others can learn her real perspective but she also has such great love
of life as well! As a hospice worker and mom of a 4 season old I must say i took her tips to
make sure every day matters, find the worthiness in things rather than take these moments for
granted. Inspiring and enables you to appreciate life a lot more than I can explain. I knew I had
to learn the book.. . The day she remaining this globe was the worst day time for many of us
that she touched with her friendship and phrases. It's taken me almost a year to buy this boom
because I understand my tears will come. My wish can be if you buy this publication that you
have a higher appreciation forever as Heather do. I'm glad I've her words before me. ? Heather,
such a female of courage! Once I began I came across it hard to put it down... One of the best
books. I came across Heather (the author) through a Facebook post that went viral. I instantly
fell in love with her spirit and devotion to her daughter. A excellent reminder of my friend!!
Great Mother's Day gift idea too. The one thing I disliked is the fact it ended. Very moving
reserve. I could be at my lowest point and she had what to turn me around. Loved that she
wrote such a touching book which will keep her memory alive for therefore many, love this
book When I heard that Heather would be publishing a book I knew right away it would be
good.. True story of stage 4 cancers through a mothers life and what she will to help her child
through life after her death. Since I am a breasts cancer survivor it certainly hurt my center to
observe her suffer, yet stay so brave and courageous. I could've read on and on and on. The
book surprised me by being better still then expected! It produced me laugh, it made me cry,
it made me laugh some more.your gift took the our horrible fear of death simpler to live with.
This reserve is an read, easy because it's about such a very simple concept: live, laugh, love
and make everyday matters!. Having two toddlers playing around, I was surprised that I were
able to surface finish it within the first 24 hours of starting my mail box. Emotional book need
to read! What an unbelievable, honest book! Anticipate to cry a lot! One of my best
recommended reads! Amazing book that I'd recommend for anybody! It creates me
appreciate the little things in life more now than ever. I cried reading it a whole lot but so
worthy of the browse and reread! She truly left a wonderful present behind to her daughter,
husband and the rest of us so thank you! Very moving reserve. I only wish I fulfilled you
Beautiful Lady Great condition, arrived as Great condition, arrived as expected. This book
brings happy and sad memories of conversations with Heather during my breast cancer
treatments. . Heather was a very strong and determined girl and it had been an honor to learn
her book. Very moving look into a mothers love and setting a future for her girl Brianna after
she loses her mom to cancer This is a very quick read that draws you in quickly. We had the
privilege of being Heather's FB friend throughout her trip with the insidious disease that took
her young existence. I think this is a good idea and really took a different look at cancer tumor
and the struggles to still exist to the fullest as your last days approach. I must say i hope this
can help Brianna through existence and she realizes how strong of a fighter her mom was
literally up to her final day! The book is certainly a tear jerking reading knowledge. Uplifting
Tragedy Done beautifully Well crafted This book will impact your daily life I ache for her
family and friends God bless Beautiful lady,My New inspirationin In our family funerals are
Celebrations Of Lifestyle too. By scanning this beautiful reserve I did not cry. I was to
enveloped in your LOVING present to all of us that read all of your phrases God puts us here



for a reason. It made me hug my kids a little tighter, and inform my husband how much I really
like him a supplementary time. Heather was an extremely strong and .
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